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The premiere of the Daily Show with Trevor Noah may be a massive television event, but 11 p.m it's still late enough to stay up on a Monday night. It's the first day of the work week, it's four days to Friday, and for some, getting a good night's rest is more important than staying up late to
witness this important event in the history of live television. Fortunately, for those of us who simply won't be able to keep our eyes open until 11 on September 28, we live in the 21st century! That means if you get home Tuesday afternoon and want to laugh and enjoy the future of satirical
news, you can stream the Daily Show with Trevor Noah online. Noah's first episode of The Daily Show is what everyone will be talking about on Tuesday, and Comedy Central is making it easier for anyone to watch and join the conversation. Viacom, Comedy Central's parent company, will
simulate the premiere episode on all of its cable channels, including Logo, BET, MTV, VH1 and even Nickelodeon. For those who won't be up late or don't have access to cable, new episodes of the Daily Show with Trevor Noah should be available for free streaming the day on Hulu
because Jon Stewart's episodes have always been, while the Comedy Central website and mobile app both also make full episodes of the current series available for free the day after they air. Here are some reasons why Noah's Premiere Daily Show is an event that you need to watch,
either live on TV or streamed to your computer or phone. Noah is Making A Name For HisBefore of his announcement as Jon Stewart's successor, Noah was a relatively unknown comedian in the United States. He told Stephen Colbert on The Late Show that he had worked as a comedian
in South Africa for almost a decade when he was announced as a new host, and is now being given a platform to represent himself and South Africa. It is a unique opportunity in life, and it is worth seeing the birth of his legacy. Jon Stewart is probably going to show UpJon Stewart has to
show up, right? might I not? He helped introduce Stephen Colbert's first episode of Late Night, so it only makes sense that he would help Noah as he passes the hosting wand from one Daily Show host to the next. It wouldn't be terribly surprising if there were other surprise guests in the
history of The Daily Show, but Stewart is most likely cameo. It will show us what the future Daily Show will be likeThe Daily Show changed drastically from the beginning of Stewart's run to the end of his hosting time, so it's likely that it will change with Noah's presence as well. He has
already talked about the upcoming presidential election on social media, as well as other talk shows, and it will be a relief to see what we can expect from the host as the 2016 election gets closer and closer. The Daily Show gave during the 2004 presidential election, so it would be safe to
say that the 2016 election could come to define Noah's presence in American politics. American. The first episode will be a wonderful peek peek to the next year and beyond the Daily Show.It's Going To Be FunnyNoah has been a comedian for a long time. He made good jokes, bad jokes
and great jokes in his comic career. Now he has a full team of writers behind him, and some of the funniest correspondents The Daily Show has ever seen. The series is dedicated to highlighting the absurdity of American news, politics, and the media. More important than that, however, the
Daily Show hopes to make the audience laugh. So if it's Monday night on TV, Tuesday morning on Hulu, or whenever you have a chance to upload the Comedy Central app: make sure you're watching Noah's Trevor hosting debut. Images: Peter Yang /Comedy Central; Giphy (4) You need
a stiff drink, and then, unfortunately, you're in a place where you can't really get alcohol, he added. In a statement, Stewart said: I'm excited for the show and for Trevor. He's an amazing comedian and a talent we loved to work with. He then quipped he can return as a correspondent just to
be a part of it!!!,, nyt reported. In February, Stewart announced he would leave the show later in 2015, but a timetable for his departure has not yet been revealed by Comedy Central.Noah grew up in soweto, South Africa, as the son of a black Xhosa mother and a white Swiss father. His
parents' union was illegal during the country's apartheid era, and Noah said his mother must be very clandestine about his father's identity. He started in stand-up comedy when he was 20 years old, despite being taught for long periods of time that speaking freely about everything, as a
black person, was considered treason, he told the NYT. Noah speaks six languages and promises to bring a new international perspective to the show. Comedy Central President Michelle Ganless said: He brings such a unique worldview and a deep understanding of human nature, which
makes his comedy so insightful. Although a relative newcomer to American television, Noah has experience hosting two seasons of a late-night show in his own country, he has appeared on British television and toured the world on a large scale, Variety reported. Speculation about who
would replace Stewart has been numerous since it was announced that he would quit, especially since high-profile correspondents such as John Oliver and Larry Willmore had already given up to host their own shows. March 30, 2015, 18:47 UTC / Updated March 30, 2015, 18:47 UTC /
Source: TODAYBy Randee DawnBy now, you've probably heard: Trevor Noah takes over for Jon Stewart at The Daily Show when Stewart steps down later this year. Trevor Noah will replace Jon Stewart in the Daily Show March 30, 201500:441. It's an international sensation with a
worldview that With more than 2 million followers on Twitter, Noah can sell stand-up shows from around the world; When the news of his employment was announced, The New York Times contacted him in Dubai, where he was performing on a comedy tour. Noah was born and raised in
Africa, but because his mother was black and his father white their relationship was considered illegal within the apartheid system of racial segregation. His mother went to prison and paid a fine, while Noah faced special types of discrimination. As she told Marc Maron on the WTF podcast
in 2013, they would conduct experiments to make sure you were white. And one was the pencil test, where they put a pencil in your hair, and then, if the pencil fell, then you were white. 2. He started out as a soap opera actor. Hey, there's nothing wrong with that. Isidingo is a great success
in South Africa, and in 2002, when Noah was just 18 (now 31 years old), that was his big break on TV. He went on to a series of hosting concerts, from gossip to sports to awards, and eventually began to focus on his stand-up. He also continued honing his hosting chops with a recurring
series of web episodes called Fantasy Kidnap, in which he is a very low-rent talk show host who must kidnap his guests to get them to appear on the show. (A lot of bleeped-out swearing, so be warned.) 3. He was the first South African comedian to appear on The Tonight Show. In 2012,
Noah made his American TELEVISION debut in Tonight and the following year became the first South African comedian to appear on The Late Show With David Letterman. 4. The guest visits of Ellen DeGeneres Show will be epic. That's because Noah can dance! In 2008, he and his
professional dance partner Hayley Hammond were second in Dancing With the Stars in South Africa (which is strictly called Come Dancing there). The video, unfortunately, seems hard to find, although this image of himdancing at Michael JacksonThriller's show is pretty awesome.5. He's
fearless in saying it like that, and fun pokes at everyone. And Oscar goes to - prison- Trevor Noah (@Trevornoah) February 14, 2013 (For reference, that tweet came out shortly after former South African Olympian Oscar Pitorius was found guilty in the death of his girlfriend and yes, Noah
gathered a lot of criticism.) I'm going to miss the Olympics. It's one time when a group of black people can run without any suspicion.- Trevor Noah (@Trevornoah) August 14, 2012 Check out several of Noah's stand-up and sketches on his YouTube channel and web page! So far, no date
has been set for Noah to take over. But while we miss Jon Stewart as the Daily Show host, we feel pretty confident that Noah will chart his own unique, funny course. Follow Randee Dawn on Google+ and Twitter. A new era in satirical TV journalism begins September 28, when Trevor Noah
makes his debut as the new host of the Daily Show. It has been almost three months since Jon Stewart ended his 15-year tenure at the show, and at this point, it will be nice to have the Daily Show back in any form, Stewart-less so it could be. It's clear that Noah is ready to start getting his
hands dirty with the mess that's the 2016 presidential election. But what will be different about the Daily Show with behind the desk? When asked about what he wants people to take from his first upcoming show, Noah told reporters, the main takeaway is that it's just the beginning. That's it,
that's it. Noah has big plans to show he's not just the new guy. As he works to make his name synonymous with the Daily Show, he is going to change the program's goals while keeping true to the template Stewart has spent a decade and a half laying. Fortunately, it looks like Noah has
considered this, and already has some plans for how he will make his own Daily Show. He's Changing Set – Just a bit BitStewart's set for the Daily Show changed several times over the years. So no wonder that Noah is making a new one all for himself. It is an elegant, elegant set, suitable
for an elegant and elegant host. A progressive ViewpointNoah has openly stated that he considers himself no conservative, nor liberal, but a progressive, who should foresee a different approach to current events at Stewart. Different TargetsFox News was Stewart's biggest target during his
tenure on the show, and he also sought to mock other 24-hour cable channels, such as CNN and MSNBC. Noah, however, is trying to go after different feed. In an interview with The Independent, he said that with his new show, he hopes to have fun at Gawkers, Buzzfeeds, and how the
Internet has affected the way news is reported and shared. Noah is looking to create the Daily Show he needs in 2015. A Unique PerspectiveNoah was born and raised in Johannesburg, South Africa, unlike Stewart's roots in New Jersey. His attitude to American politics will provide a
distinctive comment about them, as well as our national culture as a whole. Noah previously hosted a late night show in South Africa, and now has a daily platform to hold a mirror to America. In a world where people are actively trying to cut funding for institutions like Planned Parenthood
and Donald Trump is a popular presidential candidate, a mirror is exactly what America needs right now. And Trevor Noah is a great candidate to hold him. Images: Peter Yang /Comedy Central; Giphy (2) (2)
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